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1. Introduction 
Nowadays a quite complete experimental information concerning 

/1 —3/ isoscalar quadrupole and monopole resonances exists . Similar 
information about isovector resonances i s rapidly accumulating,too 
/4-U/ ( numerous theoretical investigations are devoted to the same 

/ 9 - 1 4 / 
subject. These are different microscopic models using RPA ' J -"or 
macroscopic calculations, based on the energy density functional 
and the phase space method with "scaling" '™~ "', as well as pheno-
menological models '*0* '. 

In present work to describe quadrupole and monopole excitations 
(both isoaoalar and isovector) in rotating nuclei we use the method /22-РД/ of moments, developed in refs. ' . This approach, based on the ' 
phase space method, enable us to describe by the same equations the 
excited states of the nucleue and its equilibrium shape, which ie 
important in rotating nuclei. In previous works '"•'"' the basic 
equations have been derived in the approximation of a local 
nucleon-nucleon interaction. How the possibilities of the method are 
investigated in the case of nonlocal interaction. 
2. Formalism 

The starting point for the method of moments ' ' i s the time-
-dependent Hartree-Fock equations for the density matrices 8 ( t4 , 

*?g-l">M > r-»,p- ( i ) 

where //. is the self-consistent single-particle Hamiltonienj the 
label Ц , p stands for neutrons and protons, respectively. Л Skyr-
me-type effective interaction called the "modified Skyrea force" or 
SKM ' -"' ie ueed for the nucleon-nucleon interaction. A self-con
sistent potential witL such forces is derived as usual /26/ an^ ц 
can be found in detail in ref. ' 1 b ' . 

Following the prescriptions of ref.' 2*' we transform equations 



(1) to the equations for the Wigner functions ffi/f.t) = 

"(irt.) 

(2) 

and I = (t,+ %)/t> , 4 = V ? » . 

Then, integrating (2) over P we obtain dynamical equations /26/ for the densities, which are just the continuity equations ' 

with n.(€,t) =ffp(*/PA)*'P beinc the nucleon density, &>-(i,t)= 
- ff.C^,PA)p Jy^/n.m ie the mean velocity of nucleons; ГТ) 
the nucleon mass;* =mtt/lt'' , t^^t,*^ , t, and t t are para
meters of the UKyrme force (the coefficients before the nonlocal 
terms)j 9 =p if fl'e/j and vice versa. 

Note, that only the first term of the power expansion for the 
aine function in eqe. (2) appears in equations (3), the other terms 
drop out due to integration. 

The next step is to integrate (2) over p with the weight A 
to find dynamical equations for the new quantities involved in eqe. 
(3), namely, for the velocities £ : 
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In equations (4) other collective variables, the pressure ten-

appear and need also dynamical equations to be defined. Here 
i- = -2- + 5" u, JL P., is the Levl-Civita tensor, 
M tt £, "*v эж« WV" 

*i-(iti.-st1)4,h + fi(3tt+rt,)vln, + fy[p + tnfyif*fyi$)]. 

0\ *«,*»./•. /. 
. , f - are SKyrme force parameters 

and \£ -]nf(i!) t^/\t'^\ «££ ia the direct part of the Coulomb 
interaction. Equationa (4) are written in a frame of reference rota-
tint; with angular velocity Л(010>Л). 

It is interesting to note that due to the nonlocality of the 
interaction we uae, already two terms of the power expansion of the 
sine function (2) contribute to equations (4) - a term propor
tional to % has appeared. 

As ia well known (see,e.g.,ref ,'27' ) equations (2) reduce 
to Vlasov equations in the limit f - * C . Thua, in our method we are 
able to study quantum corrections to the Vlaeov equations. 
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Fina l ly , l e t ua write down the dynamical equations for t.he pres
sure tensors fj... . We need for that to integrate (2) over fi with 
weights ftp, : 

+ | , h*(JF §•«;) + St I h(& &"& + 

(5) 

Here the notations 01 =(ll(l*ltnCp,) and 

are introduced. 
According to refa. " " ' o n e needs now to integrate equations 

(4) and (5) over an infinite volume with weights Xj and 1 respec
t ive ly . In the case of a local interaction a l l integrals including 
third-rank tensors Ршр vaniah and thus one obtains "closed" 
system of coupled equations for the tensors of inertia fUpmnifib*&*f 
and the integral pressure tensors fttfa K /Ara <£ ? ' • The s i 
tuation turns out to be much more complicated when one uses nonlocal 
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interaction. In that case the integral mKJ-}C./9X,X Д,,, <LZ re
sulting from eqs. (5) is nonzero and to decouple anyhow the infinite 
chain of equations for the tensors /Pi;...*. ССЪ it has to be neg
lected. Fortunately, we are able to appreciate numerically the accu
racy of such an approximation and it will be shown later that the 
resulting inaccuracy is very small. 

The equations we obtain after integrating (4) and (5) over the 
space are obvious and we don't quote them. In the following they are 
denoted / „ , and Tr, , respectively. 

"r 'P 
3. ahape of rotating nuclei 

As has been shown in refs. * -" the shape of rotating nuc
lei may be determined using the stationary solution of equations^, 
and l f g which describes the secular equilibrium of rotating nucleus. 
In preeent paper we consider the simplest case of secular equilibrium 
when Ur,"0 . We also suppose that at JCxO the nucleus la spherical 
and due to rotation it becomes an oblate spheroid. With these assump
tions eqs. Д „ read 

т/Ч"* Щ/**!.<&*/*}% *С^* ^ ' 
(ь) 

-.4: A / ^ . f ^ f + £ a£ f-fi.)^ -

-Л1(1-&)/ъ *>• np It -fa** Cf)?H} li « о. 
It is easily seen that in the case of three-planar symmetry of the 
integration volume the first four integrals are nonzero only if 
i=J . Hence, the last integral does not vanish only if C=j , i.e. 
one can put R. =£. fi. . In such a case equations In yield 

ths second integral being zero due to three-planar symmetry. 
Apparently, (ф/*з and it ia possible to aaaume ̂ -u.'Sj'S» • 
In the following JJ is approximated by the well-known Thomae-Permi 
expreeeio» f ^ l f with J ^ f f f ^ f • * • — * * 
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the ааше equilibrium shapes for proton and neutron distributions, we 
put/?f =nZf/A wif-h A = £„ + 2fi (2„(Zr) beine the number of ne
utrons (protons)) and sum up eq.(o) for protons with that for neut
rons. Subtracting the sum for L-i = l from the analogous sum with 
£=f*3one obtains 

•№~%hwef-mfl#- (7) 

- *М 'ЭХ,; Ж *г 

where / у =J^„ * J(jr . 
In the analogous 

formula of r e f s / 2 2 - 2 3 ' the ef
fect of the nuclear forces has 
been approximated by the surface 
tenaion. Our calculations with 
more realistic forces (SKU ) 
show that this approximation 
worke well. 

£i£j_Lb 
V-' /V/ 

Rotational p a r a m e t e r / - * 1 ' ' • 
as a function of . the deforma
tion parameter в for d i f fe 
rent i t and >4 Uf-itmMC/Sli, 
( -17 lleV.t. =1.2 f u ) . The fu l l 
curve shows the r e s u l t s of our 
calculat ions with SKIT, the 
daahed curve those obtained in 
ref . /22 / with surface tension. 
I i s angular momentum. 
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Tnis is not suprising since the Зкуггае parameters are chosen to re
produce the Weizsaker mass formula and particularly the surface term 
&A • The dependence of A on the deformation of the nucleus 
calculated in both савез with SKM force and with surface tension, 
ia shown in fig- 1• The details of the calculations and the precise 
expression for Л can be found in Appendix A. 

4. Small deviationa from the equilibrium 
Analyzing the reaction of the system to an infinitesimal pertur

bation one can determine its eigeni'requencies. A small deviation from 
the state of equilibrium of the system is described by taking the va
riations of equations lH. , I„ . 

Before going on with variations, let us stress out some new 
points arising here. 

/29—23/ Firstly, in refs. ~ J the volume of integration was finite 
and one dealt with the Lagrange variations ДП and ftp. . In this 
work we formally integrate over an infinite volume, hence only the 
Euler variationa atl and Ль survive (see,e.p., the rules of varia
tion in ref. / 2 B / ) . 

/22-23/ Secondly, the nuclear matter in refs.' " wae understood to 
be incompressible and the whole effect of the nuclear forces was re
duced to the surface tension. In thie paper we use particular realis
tic nucleon-nucleon interaction and we are able, moreover, we are 
obliged to describe also compression modes of excitation (monopole 
resonances). 

The expression for the Euler variations of neutron and proton 
densities may be easily derived from the continuity equations (3). 
Multiplying eqs. OJby J,t and defining the infinitesimal displa
cements of the elements of the neutron and proton liquids 

one obtains 

The presence of a term proportional to i which i s responsible for 
the exchange effects ' ' makes the l a s t expression different from 
the c lass ica l ' ' one. Obviously the Euler variation of the total 
density in does not contain any exchange e f fects . 

Lagrange variation of the mean ve loc i t i e s ' ' 
by calculating the differentials of equations (a) 
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(11) 

aPw= 4j,w. { 1 0, 
Tlie expressions for the i r Euler va r i a t ions О *ь> (*•/ ч/ are derived 

/ ? i / P ^ "•> 
by usiny the re la t ion ' ' ' : A = 0 + £. i. :гт;. 

How we are ready to take v a r i a t i o n s of eqa. A . and l s , w i th 
respect to the equilibrium s t a t e with given Jit . Keeping the terme 
l inear in var ia t ions , one t;ets 

~ v 4««^ K i (^ y*f ~ ^" ̂ "f/ 

- з-ЛсС, X (Cjf„ rriKf + Scs„ njKf). 

Here and in the following we use the notations: 

M-r - * A l. X/ & , V: - V: * V-
r y / J ? >y i > vtyp Vyf typ / 

v = i lb* v=f V&f 7г - /п.. 
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/22 2U/ 
f{ . are the so-called index symbols, defined in refs.' ' ' ; 
а,. =Я-//Р with Л.-Л=1,г,3) being the semi-axes of the nuclear 

spheroid. The coefficients f„ and *„ depend on the SKM parameters 
and on the indices i/ji Z and can be found in Appendix B. 

Deriving equations (11) some natural assumptions have been made, 
(i) The integrals containing Coulomb interaction have been calculated 
in the approximation of a sharp sufsce of the nucleus in which case 
one can use воше formulae from ref. ' '. (ii) Following the prescrip
tions of ref.' *' we try to find solutions for displacements and 
variations of the ргеввиге tensors in the form: 

A natural question arises here: are there solutions more complicated 
than (12)? What will happen if, in particular, one adds in (12) 
terme with higher powers of coordinates? This problem has been dis-
cussed in rei'.' *' and it turns out that such solutions may be const
ructed! but to do this, the system of equations u, • Ir. must be 
supplemented with equations for higher-rank tensors %ц...къ a n l i 

P.. t , a strict correspondence existing between the number of 
the terms in equations (12) and the number of the equations for the 
momente. 

> (12) 

and 
Inserting expressions (12) into the definitions of the ¥£;* 

!?!•- we find relation between \i :a and /,• ; . ; 4r ''if Ыг 
L4f"'wmh'^Vw , 4'/MM/ 

and between Яд. and Д,. : 

Due to three-planar symmetry a l l the integrals containing l { . , 
f-i,Uf o r A / * / vanish. 

We may rearrange equations (11) to obtain equations for the 
irreducible tensors of ranks Д о 2 , 1 , 0 . These teneors occur to be just 
the variations of the quadrupole moment Qi*. -frf ^*<!t* dst , angular 
momentum /j. =/^([txUpJi * [Z*[X*G]]i J / £ , trace of the 
inertia tensor QMf **/п>'&]f„ JL$ ( i . e . the mean square ra
dius) and similar combinations of the components oi' the W{jp 
tensors. In the present work the relation between the variations 

and the teneors Vijjp i s quite more complicated 
than in ref . ' 3 ' (due to exchange e f f e c t s ) . 
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Inserting tho expreaaiona (9) into the formula 

л^ЛЧ* <% ̂  •one o b t a i n a 

and by analogy for the angular momentum var ia t ion : 

Рог the varLatior. a urW( one has : 

The expressions for ofllMt can be found from those l o r (/и; 

£s ty, ьу mjp 

replacing W. by Ж.-. and in a s imilar way f[\H. i s found 
from f<L. Г Х=ьЛ_% f 
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5. E. ,;enfreouenoiea and tranaition probabilities 
Because of the axial symmetry of the nuoleua, the multipole mo

ment projection on the axis of rotation is a good quantum number and 
the set of equations (11) split into five groups of equations corres
ponding to J* = tZ , t i and 0. 

The M = Z group of equations reads: 

The ^/Ив/ group is 

/{, = L / C * ^ < W +>«K<f >*«Щ«Г*<ЖТ**Л?(u) 

Similar equations with -Jt in place of л in the coefficients 
%, and 3„ correspond to^a-Д and /*=-f . The coefficients t„ 
and S„ are obvioue linear combinatior.e of the coefficients B„ and 
»/i listed in Appendix B. 

The most cumbersome group of equations is that for M=0: 

№<,,=tt\ HA*+t<A4*OQxrt+tJin*tJi,f<*t„M^y^ 

with t, being evident combinations of the coefficients gn ard ̂  , 

(15) 
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Obviously, systen (1ЬJ oontaina three integrals of motion, hence 
i t can be simplified by rewriting al} , аП1е and ifltll in terras of 
SUi Q and aQec • 0 п е o 1 these integrals of motion allows a sircple P».Y-
aical interpretation,nanely il3f *SIin = cOtvit neans that the projec
tion of the variation of tnc iotal angler momentum on the axis of 
rctation is conserved. Actually, system (14) also contains twe lu te , -
rals 'if motion ff/f and dlz , but these projections are constants 
only in a laboratory frame of reference. In a rotating fraue they 
rotate with angular velocity Л . It is easy to obtain from equations 

and consequently <) 1+ = tonM 6 
The reduced prolial.ili tiea for electromagnetic transition!) may 

be calculated applyin. the theory of lineal' гевропае of a ays1t:i to 
an external field perturbation 

0(i)=OeCu,Kofe.iut. (i6) 
In the case of quadrupole and raonopole electric transitions «ir have 
0=eeJl. Ъ/щ or 0- cr^tf г*Ут respectively, and for u,aj,ne tic 
dipole transitions 

A convenient form of the linear гевропае theory ia given by Lane' "'. 
The matrix elements of an operator 0 obey the relationship 

KfjOif.rf* &m t(u>-<*ja'\0e-cu\t>, (17) 
U/-»«J«. ' 

where % and ^ are the unperturbed wavefunctions of the statio
nary states; ̂ ' is the perturbed ground state wavei'unction, 
(At.-(E*.~Ec)'£ a r e * h e normal frequencies of the system. The bar means 
averaging over a time interval much greater than 1/U , CJ being the 
frequency of the external field 0(i) . 

Let us conaider in more detail the case of quadrupole operator. 
Ite matrix element may be expressed in terms of variables ]/• •. : 

«Hi*W-> e -^МЩ ) Г*%&e**. (1t 

= e, Jnrm%lt e'iui

+ e,/fy<z,t)t%Me-**= 

е,М»,т&-ш\ "yr 
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To find the absolute value of »4t*««'-' we neec to add poten
tial (16) to the Haiiiiltonian in equations (1). The rif-.ht-hsnd side 
(r.h.s) of equations (2) are then modified by the terms 

Proceeding in the same way as hexore, one obtains equations for 
all the moments of the Wigner function needed to calculate « № a . № 
The only new element now is the presence of the terme (19) that make 
the equations for the momenta inhomogeneous. Thus, the perturbation 
by a field proportional to У ^ does not affect equations (14) and 
(15), but makes the first equation of the system (13) (for protons 
only) inhomogeneous: 

The perturbation with a field proportional to yl1 makes inhomogeneous 
the first proton equation of system (14): 

Finally, the perturbation with a field proportional to У^е makes in-
homogeneous the first equation (for protons) of system (15): 

According to the time dependence of the inhomogeneity we suppose 
that the variations Л1»» i / / L . > etc. must depend on time like 
ft' , caeblt or ain ut . ?or such type of t -dependence aquations 

(13)-(15) become a system of linear algebraic equations and the prob
lem of calculating «ft*, reducee to the calculation of determinants. 

The characteristic equation of the homogeneous set of equations 
yields the eigenfrequencies din . 

К formula analogous to (18) is derived for the matrix element 
of the operator responsible for monopole excitations 

<«'М,г%/Ое- '" и < = еУ<?, <Pe-tW 
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The jerturbatlon with a field 0 = е?^г1У„1О affects the second 
equation of system < 1Ь J ( "or f-f> ) : 

ft* - - + s %%4 №*&)(<+}%)**»*• 
Рог the matrix element of the magnetic dipole operator one (fits 

<ф^:>еСаЬ = Sm^er^ 
with offl. beinp the variation of the proton magnetic dipole moment 

Obviously, the components of W J U are proportional to the angular 
momenta components, i . e . fHtit= &Ш / j ' №%1=ш§£$г 1+ 

The perturbation with a f ie ld 0t makes inhoraogeneous the 
second equation of system (14) with <jL=f> : 

Thus, we have constructed everything we need to ca lcula te the 
enerj-ies and t rans i t ion probabi l i t ies of 2 + , 1 + and 0 + s t a t e s . 

'.», numerical r e su l t s 

b . 1 . Л =0 case 
In f i g s . 1->i, the calculated ^i^enfrequencies of Л - s t ab le non-

rotat ing nuclei are compared with the empirical data. 
For Jl =0 equations (13-1b) yield two five-fold degenerated 2 + 

s ta tes ( iaoscalar (IS) and isovect j r (IV) ones) and two 0 + s t a t e s 
(Io and IV respec t ive ly) . Havin/; in mind the physical meaning of the 
dynamical var iables (in theee equat ions) , i t ia natural to identify 
the above s t a t e s with the ?,iant quadrupole and monopole гевопвпсеэ 
of both types . 

The calculat ions have been performed with two parametrizations 
(see Appendix k) of the equi l ibr iua density П : of Bernstein'•* ' and 
of Bohr and Motielson' ' ' (BM). Besides we checK the accuracy of the 
widely used approximation in which protons and neutrons vibrate in 
or out of phase with У^/г,**]/^/?, . 

The r e su l t s presented infige.2i3demonstrate that the energies 
of the iaoscalar qitadrupole resonance (liiQH)" in medium-mass and heavy 
nuclei are c loser to the data when calculated with paraihetrization 
of Bernstein but in l ight nuclei the parameters of ВЫ are to be pre-
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ExMeV 
. IVQR 

4.1 
30 ^ ч 

Ч ~.ч 

NJv ^к. v <~-
25 

^ 
20 

{ 
100 200 300 А 

The energies of the iBovector quadrupole resonance ca lcu
la ted with the equilibrium density parameters by Bernstein 
/30 / ( f u l l curve), by ВИ / 3 1 / (daehed-dotted curve) and in 
the approximation (вее t ex t ) of equal neutron and proton 
amplitudes (dashed l i n e ) . The experimental data are from 
r e f . / 4 / • 

20. 

15 

10 

ExMev 
" ISOR 

200 300 A 100 
Tue вайе as in t'i.;. 2 for the ieoaoalar quadrupole resonan
ce. The experimental data are from ref. /1/. 
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ferred. The solution with V^JZ, -\l^f/2, for the. iaoscalar 
quadrupole resonance (ISQR) practically coincides with the exact one. 
The approximate solution for the IVQH ( ty,,/?,,*-^/^, > 
deviates significantly both from the data and the exact result. 

Comparing the enemies of the ISQR plotted in fig. 3 with the 
analogous results of refa.'••'•* ' one sees that in 4ie region of 
light nuclei our more realiatic calculations descrioe the experimen
tal data worse than the simplified calculations with a sharp shape 
of the nuclear density and Fermi-step approximation for the momentum 
distribution. Obviously, the 1!homa6-Fermi approximation underestimates 
the mean values (f >"•{ , which occur to be very important in calcu
lating the giant resonance energies. In heavy nuclei the smoothness 
of the shape is smaller and the above effect is not so prominent. 

In calculating the energies of the ' monopole resonances 
presented in fige. 4,5 the parametrization of Bernstein seems to 
be preferable. The approximate solution for the ISMR practically 
coincides with the exact one. 

The empirical information on IVUR is very scarce. Strictly speak
ing, there is only one experiment ''> 8' (fig. 5) to compare with. 

Ex Mev 

20 \ ISMR 

\ \ • "4 
^ • 4^ 

15 \fv\. rr^ 
10 

40 «0 200 300 
Fig. 4. The same aa in fig. 2 for the iaoscalar monopole resonance. The experimental data are from ref. /3/. 
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sai:e an ii. I'd, . ? for tin. 
experimental data are fro:: 

200 
ii-vcctov :nnopr.li; гевсшапсе. 
-t ' f. III. 

The approximate solution l ike i n the case of IVQH deviates from 
the exact one, the discrepancy being of about 10JS i n heavy nuclei . 

The E2- and hV- t rans i t ion probebi l i t iua have been calculated 
aa well ав t h e i r contributions to the electro-magnetic energy-weigh
ted Bum r t l e 1^1; 

№- H **£[<» • <**>%(*.- *t i)] = (20) 

*¥$№. 
Here A<X->=fnx-iCT • The correction to the classical sum rule 
(the term with tt ,t- ) results from the nonlocsl part of Sttyrme inte
raction. Our calculations demonstrate that both 2* excitations give 
nearly the same contribution to the earn rule (20) and completely ex
haust it. The ваше ia true concerning the two 0 + excitations (see the 
Table ).It is interesting to note that the contribution from the iso-
acalar 2 excitation goes down when the atomic maas increases and the 
contribution from the isovector 2 + excitation decreases. 
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Table. Percentage contribution of the different resonances to 
the energy-weighted sum r u l e . IS- isosca lar , IV-isovector, 
QR and MH-quadrupole and nonopole resonances 

iaQR IVQR iam IVMR 

*°Ca 46 .9 53 44 56 

" « S m 40 .7 59.2 48.3 51.6 
гоа р ь 37 . В 62.1 50 49.9 

perimental data are by t rad i t ion normalized to the i sosca l a r or i s o 
vector sum r u l e . The re la t ion between these two sum ru les i s given 
by the formula ' 3 2 / . 

Our calculat ions ahow that one of the two 2* exc i ta t ions approxima
tely exhausts the isoscalar EWSR and the other the i sovector EWSR. 
The ваше i s true for the corresponding 0 + exc i t a t ions . The r e su l t s 
of our calcula t ions along the data are shown in f i g . b . 

The overexhausting of the isovector E»SR for IV3R reau l t a jus t 
from the impossibili ty to decouple exactly the i sosca la r and isovector 
modes. 

The large discrepancy between the theore t ica l and experimental 
r e su l t s for ISlffl in l igh t nuclei i s probably connected with the i n 
correct t r ea t ing of the empirical da ta . 

In calculat ing the sum rule we can answer the question about 
the significance of the in t eg ra l s including the third-rank tensors 
Гияр we have neglected in our equations. Indeed, the equations of 
motion are writ ten di rect ly in terms of multipole moments and there
fore the described exci ta t ions must exhaust the corresponding mult i -
pole sum r u l e . All the energies and p robabi l i t ies are ca lcula ted neg
lec t ing /д'к« terms and hence the l . h . e . of the sum rule 

£ (Et -£.)I<CI F/o>/* = I <o\[F, [H, FJ]lo> C" > 
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contains some uncertainty. As to the coramutatora in the r , h . of 

ISOR 

•rt ff :ЙИ-1; 

t7=rtT 

(21), they are ca lcula ted with 
exact Hamiltonian without any ap
proximation. That ' s why the d i f f e 
rence between the r . h . a . and the 
l . h . s . of eq . (2 l ) serves as a c r i 
t e r i a for the importance of the 
neglected terms. 

p i E - Ь. 
Percentage exhaustion of the iso-acalar energy weighted sum rule (EWSR) by the IS-quadrupole гево-nance (upper part; and by the ia-monopole resonance (lower part). In the middle part — percentage exhaustion of the isovector EWSR by the itovector quadrupole resonance. The experimental data are from ref. /1-b/. 

Our calculations show that for all nuclei the proportion l.h.s./ 
/r.h.a. is more than 99,9Й, i.e. the role of &,. teros is insig
nificant when describing excitations up to quadrupole. 

6.2. JC £ Q case 

In f i g . 7 we show calculated energies of 2 + and 0 + excitations in 154 Er as a function of the velocity of rotation (or more precise
ly of the eccentricity e*=/-«,A* and the angular momentum / re
lated one-to-one with A ). D u e t o d e f o r r a a t i o n o f t h e n u c l e u ( J a n d 

the Coriolis forces each of the two 2 + states (ISJQR and IVQR) eplit 
into r.ve branches corresponding to //=±Z ( t h e e o . c a l l e d У . ^ е ) , 

Jl-l (denoted as ^-mode) and Jt*0 Iji -mode). The two Л "modes 
are always c o u p l e d , i t h t h e v o l u a e ( m o n o p o l e ) ^ ^ T h Q p i o_ 
)g« of the I3«R splitting is very similar to that obtained in ref. 

with an average field on the nuclear surface approximated by a 
surface tension. 
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Pis- 7. 
Energies of the 0 + , 1 + and 2 + ex
citations ав a function of the 
eccentricity в and the angular mo
mentum /. The levels are numbered 
as follows: 
isoscalar - 1(0), 2(0), b(-2), 
7(+2), U(-2), 131-1), 14(+1),1b(-1;; 
isovector - 3(0), 4(0), u(-?), 
9(+a), 10(-2), 16(+1), 1Y(-1). 
The corresponding multipole moment 
projections on the axis of rotation 
are indicated in the brackets. Tne 
isoscalar level Nl 12 and the iso
vector level MS 11 correspond to 
the projection J* =-1 before the 
point in which their energies are 
zero and^M =+1 after this point. 

When Л jO five low-lying mo
des appear (fi{;e. 7,u). Two of 
them, the isoscalar Ц- and „£-
modes (modes M!5 and 12) hove been 

/22 2Э/ 
described in refs.' • •" . In ge
neral, their behaviour doesn't 
change very much, only the critical 
angular momenta are slightly shif
ted. So, the bifurcation point 
goes down froinf* 70h to J*sii2h 
and the spheroidal shape stability 
point from/«190h to/«170h. As 
for the point in which the J. -mode 
goes to zero, it doesn't change 
(j£«25h). In the present work the
se two isoscalar modes supply with 

isovector analogues-the curves 1Kb and 11. The isovector low-lying 
J'-mode has no any peculiarities, but the isovector4.-mode goes to 
zero at j£*19h. 

The fifth low-lyinn mode (the curve NH3) corresponds to the 
vibration of the proton angular momentum towards the. neutron one 
(like scissors). This laat mode has no isoscalar analogue as the to
tal (neutron plus proton) angular momentum is conserved. Evidently, 
it can be classified as an isovector 1 + excitation. In nuclei with 
static deformation such a mode ia known as a scissors mode or angu
lar reaonance '33/, in ref./33/ another mode corresponding to the rota
tion of the proton angular momentum with respeot to neutron one has 
been predloted.She mode Hill In the fig.7,8 seems to he just this mode. 
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Energies of the low lyini, exci
tations aa a function of t'-ie 
eccentricity e and the angular 
momentum I. The legend ia the 
вате aa in fii> 7. 

In fact, aa has been shown 
in ref. ' the isoscalar analo
gue of mode №11, i.e. the mode 
N!12,is similar to preceEsion 
mode. Hence, the corresponding 
isovector mode (MS 11) etiould 
describe the "pi'ecession" of the 
proton matter with respect to 
the neutron one. 

If one forgets for a monent 
that in present work the nuclei 
may deforrae only due to the ro

tation and compare the calculated 1 + energy for the same deformation 
<T=0.?58 (i.e. for в&о.ьб, / = 69h in fii;. 7) with the experimen
tal value /34/£j?*L 3.1. M e V ±n

 1 5 6 G d , one finds that the theoretical 
results £^(N?13) s4.9 MeV, £,(H?11 ) = 1.9 MeV seem to be quite 
reasonable. As for the theoretical B(M1) factors of the above men
tioned two levels they are practically the eame (=1.by«') and agree 
nicely with the experimental B(M1)f e/.J± O.ZM* . 

It should be noted, that particular calculations are neededfor 
nuclei with static deformation. The results of such investigation 
will be presented in a next paper. 

In fig. 9 the angular momentum dependence of the calculated 
B(E2)-factors is shown. For moderate / the behaviour of the curves 
IJH! 1,5,7,b,12,14 and 15 corresponding to E2-transitions from the 
isoscalar excited states to the ground state is similar to that of 
the analogous curves calculated in ref /23/ with, surface tension. 
Noticeable differences sppear at / *=40h. 

The following pecularity is nicely seen - the probability for 
the transition from isoscalar levels is greater than that from the 
isovector ones. Only at extremely large / the picture may be just 
the opposite. 

Aa has been noted in Sect. 5, each level can be distinguished 
by a quantum number /Л (the multipole moment projection on the axis 
of rotation). The levels HHI12 and 11 have the following peculiarity: 
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Pir.. 9-

Pit:. 10-
B(E0)-factors for the transi
tions from the excited to the 
ground s tate . The curves are 
numbered as in fit;. 9. 

in the points in which they 
are zero M changes from -1 to 
+1. This means that the corres-
pondint modi s are excited with 

B(EZ)-factors (in Weisskopf units decreasing the spin i i / < / e and 
B* ) of the transitions from the ex- with increasing it. i f I>Ie . 
cited to the ground state . The cur- _,,_ _ - G l l . , . . . , „„..,,,.:„„ 
ves агв numbered in conespondence T n e «»cl-anicBl interpretation 
with the levels ( f i e . 7) from which of such a behaviour seema to be 
the transitions со. а 1 а 0 interesting. As the mode 
N512 i s the precesaion mode, one can say that in the point / e the 
vector of the precession chances i t s direction. 

in f i e . 10 the calculated B(EO)-factors are ahown as a function 
of в and / . As iu seen, in the region S*0.b-0 ,y («ГеО.з; U(E0)-
factors for compression mode and for Ji-mode have the same value. This 
ia a demonstration of a strong coupling of the monopole and quadru-
pole excitations in deformed nucle i . Experimentally such coupling is 
manifested in the "splitting" of the giant monnpole resonance in de-
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formed nuclei '-". It ig interesting to note that the last result 
has been obtained in the simple schei.iatic model 

u. Conclusion 
The results obtained in this worn quite convincingly demonstrate 

the virtues of the method of moments. Indeed, isoscalar as isovector 
0 +, 1 + and 2* excitations in rotating nucloi are described in a 
united approach. Simultaneously with the giant resonances low lying 
modes appear. In spite of the quite complicated interaction the 
calculations are relatively simple: one netds to find roots of poly-
notns of order <8, the coefficients being simple integrals. The non-
locality of the interaction doesn't lead to any additional diffi
culties. 

Of course, the possibilities of the method are not exhausted by 
present work. The area of its applications seems to be very vast, 
but we enumerate only some of the "next day" problems such as inves
tigations of nuclei with static deformation, description of the ex
citations with A>2, the inclusion of spin degrees of freedom, etc. 

The suthors would line to thank Professor I.JI.Uikhailov for 
fruitful discussions and for his constant interest in our work. 

Appendix A 

Equidenslty shapes are approximated by ellipsoids and hence 
the shape with П(%) =}t>ff) obeys: 

»,7«.,* * </< * zf/ti -*. 
By chanijinf; the variables f( = R x}/zf we EO to a reference syatem 
in which the foregoing shape becomes sphere with radius /f »Р*ш ?*• 
*}**}, = Л • In this system we assume a Fermi distribution for the 
density n(f)=n.[l*e>Xf>((f-K)/a,)y1 w i t h * being the diffu-
seness parameter. 

Integrating by parts 

and isertLng into eq.(7) we finally obtain 

where At are the index symbols of ref.' 2 B' t 6f - the proton charge, 
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The deformation parameter J is defined as previously in ret.' ' 

o£= 0>L = <*2(1* jf) > <X'i=aift-$<f) a" d <•» ia fixed by the 
conservation cf the nudes** volune Л1ЛХ<Ь1^К . We use two sets 
of parametera of the Fermi distribution The former is from the 
Bernstein's work / 3 0 / : R = 1.115A** - 0.53И"'4 fm, «.= 0.568 fm 
for all nuclei with A£20. The latter ie from the book of Bohr and 
Mottelson' 3 ? /: J? = 1.12^'" - 0.H6 A" 4fm, a»0.54 fm. In both cases 
the third parameter Л, is fixed by '.he condition 4ltJn(p)J>''cty>=/\ . 

Appendix В 
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Here the fcllowinj; notations аг-е used 

Z=Zf/A , Z~ if./A , f~} AW, > f = wn, Sf f t 



Bt, - the index symbols defined in ' 2 2 » 2 8 ' . 
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Бальбуцев Е.Б., Пиперова Й. Е4-88-886 
Коллективные 0 + , 1* и 2* возбуждения 
во вращающихся ядрах 

С взаимодействием Скирма рассчитаны энергии и В (ЕХ) -фак
торы изоскалярных и изовекторных 0* и 2* резонансов. Получено 
удовлетворительное согласие с экспериментом. Показано, что 
во вращающихся ядрах 2* возбуждения расщепляются на 5 веток, 
а также появляются 5 низ кол ежащих возбуждений. Две низ ко ле
жащие моды являются "угловыми резонансами"; теория правиль
но воспроизводит их положение и В (М1)-факторы. Подтверждает
ся наблюдаемое экспериментально "расщепление" гигантского 
монопольного резонанса в деформированных ядрах. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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Balbutsev E.B., Piperova J. E4-88-886 
Collective 0 \ 1* and 2* Excitations 
in Rotating Nuclei 

The energies and B(E\) factors of the isoscalar and isovector 0* 
and 2* resonances are calculated with Skyrme-type interaction. A sa
tisfactory agreement with experimantal data is obtained. It is shown 
that in rotating nuclei the 2* excitations split into five branches and 
also 5 low lying excitations appear. Two of these lew lying modes are 
"angular" resonances and the theory reproduces their energies and 
B(M1) factors. The experimentally observed "splitting" of giant mo-
nopole resonance in deformed nuclei is confirmed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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